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Back in 2012, Giaconi conceived the gallery space as a field of conceptual and material experimentation 

with his exhibition Season of Lead. Where the graphite-covered walls became a set of exchanges between 

the outside and inside world, between the architectural references and psychical elements from the near 

environment, making a permeable membrane between different states and dimensions. 

After three years and five months, the artist —with the assistance of a restoration team— used ethanol and 

acetone compresses, tensoactive agents and sharp tools directly on the wall fragments until he found the yet 

recognisable traces of his past exhibition —now intentionally cracked, underlining their chaotic, fragile and 

impermanent condition.

By exploring concepts and basic techniques of restoration, the artist deconstructs the architectonic space 

to rediscover imagery that remained deliberately hidden until now, to unveil ideas of nostalgia, violence and 

order.
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Giaconi’s work takes place in the field of sculpture, installation and mainly drawing, which operates as the 

heart of all his production and starting point to generate spatial interventions and imagery that moves across  

the aesthetics of chaos and procedural investigation. Architecture, structure, memory and environment are 

all key elements in the artist’s practice, which focuses on proposing experiences that build tension between 

opposite concepts like construction and destruction; birth and death; confinement and freedom; depth and 

surface; dream and awakening.

In 2001 he obtained a tittle of Teacher in Painting from the National School of Fine Arts Prilidiano Pueyrredon, 

Buenos Aires, Argentina. He received the first prize in the Philips Young Talents and a honorable mention at the 

National Drawing Salon. He’s been selected for the First and Second ArteBA-Petrobras Award and received a 

scholarship from the Center for Artistic Research (CIA) during 2010. His work has been exhibited in renowned 

international institutions such as the Fina Arts Palace Museum and the Carrillo Gil Art Museum in Mexico and  

the Buenos Aires Museum of Modern Art in Argentina. In the field of art teaching, he has taught at the National 

School of Fine Arts Prilidiano Pueyrredón in 2002, and in 2011 he was a professor at the Autonomous University 

of the State of Morelos (Cuernavaca, Mexico).

His body of work is part of collections such as the SPACE Collection, USA; Buenos Aires Museum of Modern Art, 

Argentina; Miami Art Museum, USA; among others.

He currently lives and works in Mexico City.
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Arróniz Arte Contemporáneo opens its doors in October of 2006 in Mexico City with a particular  interest 

in working with a new generation of artists from Mexico an Latin America. Our main drive is to support and 

closely follow the careers of our artists both locally and internationally. 

Using drawing as a starting point for the development of new artworks, our artists revolve around a variety 

of mediums including painting, photography, video, sculpture and installation. 

Since 2010, our program includes the presentation of a parallel exhibition in a Projects Room. Where a 

specific piece or project –created with the space in mind– is showed. This allows us to expand our cultural 

offer to new audiences while working in collaboration with other artists, curators and institutions. 
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